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Barrier Bund - Yellow, 6 x 1M
Lengths

Product Images

Short Description

Barrier Bund strips - 6 lengths of 40 mm x 140 mm x 1m yellow strips. Easy to install and can be driven over
by forklifts and other vehicles (1t weight limit). Chemical resistant and designed for use on smooth surfaces.
Max Load 1 tonne.

Description

Barrier Bund bunding strips are easy to install and can be driven over by forklifts. They are used to create
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large customised spill bund areas by positioning them on the floor of a smooth surfaced area, such as a
concrete warehouse floor. Supplied as a pack of 6 x 1m long strips, they fit together in a tongue and groove
fashion, enabling you to position them exactly where you want in your factory or warehouse.

These heavy duty floor bunding strips are used to create chemical bunds or containment bunds, ensuring
spills are contained to a predetermined area. They can be driven over by forklifts and other vehicles without
deforming, and their 40mm height helps to contain most liquid spills and minimise damage to boxes or other
items that may be stored nearby on the floor. Ideal for high traffic areas, they provide an effective barrier
around chemical bunding, machines, equipment or even across doorways, helping to contain leaks, spills and
drips. This semi-permanent bunding creates a reliable containment area for the storage of drums, tanks,
machinery and equipment, and is a more cost effective option when compared to to concrete hobs or other
permanent structural bunding.

To ensure their effectiveness, make sure you install your barrier bund strips on smooth surfaces only.

Features:

Size: 1 metre long x 40mm high x 140mm wide
6 strips per pack
Available in black or yellow
Drive-over design - 1 tonne weight limit
Chemical resistant
Must be used on smooth surfaces only

Additional Information

CODE 46-SBB140

U.O.M Pack

Height 40 mm

Width 140 mm

Colour Yellow

Length 1 m
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